
Dear Jim, 	 4/16/74 

The combination of your phone call today about Jiaroes latest caper in curt actions 
and some of the content of the enquirer letter which 1  road to you have again led me to 
wonder about the existinj Ray situation and the right course for all of us, mostly for 
the rest of you. 

I am not uawilealeag to coatinue.to be the heavy in these matters but at some point 
you lawyers are going to behave like lawYers or you will le entirely Without any control 
on your client or any related matters. 

Nay only strong personal feeling deals with the amount of time it wastes for me, and 
that is not all that great. 

For whatever my opielou is worth, what I have already done with the Enquirer matter 

074min-totes the serious problems it could have caused, except for time bad public relations 
if the state uses it. 

But if you lawyeraenothibg peroonal -, you begun to behave with him like lawyers this 
would not have happened to begin with. 

And locate aside from that of which Jimey is capable, there is that areal Jerry who 
apparentlyefeites or phones complements for distetere. 

Jimmy keeps telling you that heecentt contra:Jerry and pretends to be Against what 
Jerry deee and does sad .doe* end does. I tell.  hiseemeadee"t gliremeethat etuff,4orry is . 
*Seltkeks0t0:4144:11644iitti it. 

If he is gang to fire yen, let him' do it end get it'everwithe But if be is or ho 
iS not, unless you have metal:matte' you are all-going:to wind up ashamed of yourselves 
and worse off than if be fires you now. 

Bad I been seeing him I would not have been reluctant to try to lay it all out to him. 
But I have not been and none of you do aattbing except sympathize With bis plight. True, 
his situation is bad. But truer, he ate a major cause and an overt greater jeopardy as things 
get toudher, as inevitably they mast. So, sincere sympathy can be expressed only by 
addressing the problem anti the causes. This means as an absolute minimum that the lawyers 
must be in control, not in fear of being fired. 

This business of the interviews gives you a lever. Babas been Insane on them. he 
refused to go into those that could be helpful to him and in feet were and I had to argue 
with him, meanwhile .= his own contriving or collaborating in one that could not help hie 

*r:tt had been a sou& one and as it turned oUtisaa vary bad one. He now realises it, 
Bo, lay it out straight. You have no objections to interviews if a)  a lawyer is Present 

and b) you agree to the interview. And if be 4oes not. aexee in writing, tell him to start 
looking for other coansel.  

You are now in a better position to do this than you- mill again be and if You do not 
do it now you will regret it moeY times. 

If he does not agree to go back to his old gyntem on mail, insists. he'll do it. 
There are other reasons for your being firm now. These include future heeds and 

preventing the inevitable future problems unless yoU are firm.* And in control. 
he has no emergency ao urgent he can't phone you if he really feels he has to do 

something. 	 e' There are good reasens for doing this now and while politely also with firmness. 
You have just won him his only victory to date. This brackets with the threat and that 

is precisely what I told ht'  would happen when we got to this point. I told him that three 
years ago and he will not have forgotteu it. 

You do= have all I have that he needs and you are not going to get it, as I have 
told you before, if this kind of foolishness continues. he can have it or his self-indulgence 
but not both. I'm much too tired to not resent even small wastes of time, like this great 
stupidity with the raeledrer. It aloe seems apparent that had I not taken the steps they 
would not have been taken.  

In n view you should be the lawyers all the way, This it to say that ate is not to dare 
go off on his on unless you eeeve. God knows what he 11 do next if you don t have some 
control on his acts. 
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Sincerely, 



Dear Jim, 	 4/16/74 

I'm going into the Enquirer things separately, having jest written you about leaning 
on Jimny. Believe me, I'd rather be in bedl 

I knew enough about how these things work to know that they put together and represent» 
id as part of one interview what had to have come from the Jerre ploy. 

I also have had a dement relationship with the fellow to whom I wrote. Se is some 
kind of executive there. 

lie read me clearly, decided or knew I was right, and bucked the response to the 
lowest man he could. It was to me all the adadossion I needed. Under anyg other circumstannes 
he would not have waited for his NATO lines to be available. He would have phoned me 

immediately. That he did not do this told ma the same thing independently. 
You will remember the semantics I emphasised for you, the single sentence in which 

he bracketed having a taps and 	to seouregy. That also was all I needed, if I had 
had nothing else. 

Nabs there are other clues The too tired to remember, like a reportertedegs 
secretary for aletter or maybe 100 words. Ns oould write it faster than be could find 
a, free secrettuvr. 

go, as a courtier to them and not to freenewhat they did on paper, after making it 
clear snots" between us I phew:tableau& spelled it out without any indlrection. 

We have to assume that Nails will make some effort to use this, whether or not knowing 
it not to be aeourate and truthful. And the last thing we want to have to do is go 
Unmet& whole long and public- mess straightening it out in court. No matter how well 
We sight do it it will still look very bad. 

I am willing to assume that this is their regular practise, taking this kind of 
liberty for sensationalism. ButIamby no means unaware of the kinds of pressures to 
which they are uniquely vulnerable from the federal government. Wide from the owner's 
friendship with our Glorious Leader.) 

80, I have given then to understand that there Lem possibility that this will not 
be used by the state, no possibility of our not ocontering it win au the vigor we eant 
OM no possibility of their not being hurt when this happens. 

It should occur to them », and if it does not 	help them a bit that a simple 
 of apology for the unfortunate coneeqmenoes of bournalistio haste in whidh two 

things, despite their traditional care and best intentions, got mined up, can clematis 
all up with as little embarrassment to those who can be embarrasses% as is now possible. 

If this happens, and I believe it is possible, and Salle than uses it, it will hart 
his not us and you can make the meet indignant of lanowelike orations about his failure 
to use due oars, dilliperee and responsibility. 

Before a jury you could even add that this has always been the way your client 
bag been treated by officialdom. 

If this does not work then I'll have a few suggestions for you to consider. 

You should also know that the man who signed the story is not the one who interviewed 
jams. 418 is some kind of sub-editor. The interviewer, South, is the one who wrote me. 

Best, 


